“Ask and You Shall Receive”
There’s not much for my childhood bible days that I carried on with me
This quote, however, I most definitely live by.

I have just watched the movie ‘Amelia Earhart’ starring Richard Gere and Hilary Swank. My
strong connection with amazing Amelia, first female to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean,
passionate pioneer woman and author, inspires in me a deep appreciation for her life story.
Walking out of the theater, I realize that I have been deeply impacted in reliving the telling
of her story. Watching this flick has conjured up a bucket list desire to have a small plane
flying experience of my own. Taking full advantage of the energy around this sudden flying
enthusiasm, I claim my desire to magnetize an experienced, certified, trustworthy pilot.
One who owns their own plane, and would be willing to take me for a sky ride at a
reasonable price that I can afford. Playing with the art of manifesting for many years, I’ve
learned the significance of trusting, surrendering, and remaining open when it comes to cocreating with the universe of infinite possibility.
Moving on from the weekend, I am now greeting the beginning of my routine work week.
Shortly after arriving at work, a board member and volunteer named Joe engages
conversation with me, asking what I did over the weekend. His simple, one line inquiry
cracked open my Amelia story.
Upon hearing my inspiration and enthusiasm to meet a small plane owner, Joe’s remark
was bulls-eye fabulous! Joe was a licensed pilot, owned a small private plane, and was
more than happy to take me for a spin. In pure joy and excitement, my initial reaction was
‘no way!’ And then I remembered the thought seed intentionally planted yesterday, and in
gratitude whispered, “Thank you Universe.”
The next step was to schedule an up, up, and away date on the calendar. Two weeks past
and still no date was scheduled. Doubt tried to whittle away at me, although I remained
focused on the spirit of this adventure coming to pass. The third week had arrived when Joe
apologetically informed me that he wasn’t going to be able to taking me flying because of a
family priority situation. To my delight, Joe hooked me up with his pilot buddy Steve who
agreed to fill in.
Watching winter forecasts closely, the awaited day of clear skies arrived. A mighty cold day
it was, and I was so pumped up with the enthusiasm of a small child awaiting Santa at
Christmas that I was most willing to endure chill to the bones.

Before I could take my place in the co-pilot cockpit, Steve invited me to assist in some preflight prep, throwing in a mini flight lesson, serving my inquisitive mind and entertaining my
steady stream of how’s and why’s.
Settled into the co-pilot seat, Steve handed me the headphones so that during flight I could
connect with him and the communication tower. Feeling so incredibly at ease in that seat, I
knew at once that this was not my first time flying in a snug plane… my soul memory knew
otherwise. Watching my expression and calm breathing, Steve commented on how relaxed
I appeared to be, unlike many visitors he had taken up. I truly was at home during this
delightful 1 hr. joy ride, and agree with Steve that flying is far more fun than driving. What
is it about flying that I love so much? It must be the dreamy clouds and refreshing,
expanded, perspective from higher ground.
I share this Renya Tale because it is one of freedom, transformation, adventure, and
fulfillment. Watching the movie ‘Amelia,’ triggered a burning desire. Acknowledging the
depth of inspiration within, I launched a prayerful intent of possibility that carried on the
wind to actualization, allowing me to live out my dream.
I am most grateful …
- for knowing, honoring, and acting on what calls to me from within.
- to the Universe, Joe and Steve for responding to my prayer.
- to sweet little plane for today’s beyond awesome thrill!
- to check off another bucket list desire, creating space for more to come!
There is magic in “ask and you shall receive.” My life is a testimony of its power. In my
thinking and speaking I am conscious that every thought creates. For this reason, I begin
each day asking for wonderful surprises, poised ready to see what comes my way.

If you are reading this ~ I invite you to try it ~
Ask for wonderful surprises and align yourself with infinite possibility!
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